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On march 7, 2013, Facebook  announced the biggest change to news Feed in its seven-year 

history. during the opening of this announcement, CEO mark Zuckerberg shared how almost 50% of 

news Feed content today is photos and visual content. 

naturally, Facebook took this information and translated it into a new, visual-focused, news Feed 

design. These news Feed improvements have serious implications on how brands are engaged with on 

Facebook, and what content these brands need to be posting for ultimate Facebook success.

How do these changes impact Facebook’s news Feed algorithm? What do these changes mean for 

marketers? And how does this change your content strategy? That’s where this guide will help.

This deep dive will review the  unveiled changes to Facebook’s news Feed, how the news Feed 

algorithm works, and what immediate marketing takeaways are clear in order for you to adapt your 

content strategy. 

Introduction.
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we want to give everyone in the world the 
best personalized newspaper in the world.“ ”

a recap of facebook’s big announcement.

On march 7, 2013, Facebook CEO mark Zuckerberg announced the biggest change to the Facebook 

news Feed in its seven-year history. Zuckerberg emphasized the importance of giving the world the 

“best personalized newspaper in the world.” 

That inspiration led to the creation of a multi-news feed, visually engaging, Facebook makeover. The 

makeover comes in three major parts:

P rich, visually engaging stories   ' Choice of different feeds    | mobile consistency and 

experience

Let’s dive deeper into each of these parts.

-mark Zuckerberg, Facebook CEO
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Visuals on Facebook are now much more enticing. With the explosion of visual content, this comes as 

no surprise. In fact, 90% of information transmitted to the brain is visual, and visuals are processed 

60,000X faster in the brain than text. Facebook has capitalized on such trends and information, as you 

can see in the screen shot below.

rich, Visually Engaging stories.
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The first thing you’ll notice on the new news Feed is the obvious enlargement and enhancement in 

the way visual content is displayed. When you upload a photo through your page, it comes up much 

larger than ever before. The purpose of this is to put the spotlight on each particular user or page, one 

at a time.  The question is: What will your brand do with this spotlight? We’ll clue you in on some hot 

optimization tips later in this guide, so stay tuned!
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In addition to photos that are uploaded and posted as a status update, there have been some visual 

changes to the way users interact with your brand page. For instance, in the old news Feed, if 

someone ‘Liked’ your page, your brand’s logo or ‘profile photo’ would show up. This would sometimes 

include a featured page post to go along with the story. now, this story shows up a little differently:

you can see that elements of the timeline layout have been brought to the news Feed. your cover 

photo is now more important than ever. What do users learn about your brand just from your cover 

image? Will they get a sense of what you sell? What you value? What you believe in? under the cover 

image story, you see the faces of other people who like your page too. This helps users recognize 

which brands their friends are connecting with.
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Those same faces you see under 

your brand’s cover image could 

easily be found on the left side of 

a photo or video post. Previously, 

video posts would show up 

much smaller and be much less 

significant in the news Feed. you 

might remember the way link posts 

used to look -- well, videos were 

featured in the same way. 

now, videos are much more 

pronounced, featured in exactly 

the same manner that images are 

featured. you can get a sense of 

what this looks like in the image to 

the right:
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The small images you see aligning the sides of these news Feed stories are something you’ll want to 

pay attention to as you’re navigating this guide. This is because the new design caters to content that 

has been shared frequently within a certain person’s network. In the example previously, you saw a 

video that was shared by five different people, and by clicking on each face, you could see the activity 

and commentary that was left by each user.

A similar concept applies to stories that are popular both within and outside of the Facebook platform:
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The second new feature announcement from Facebook is “Choice of Feeds,” or the ability to toggle 

between different feeds of information by topics. It’s inspired by the idea that people’s news Feeds 

should include a mix of content from family and friends as well as news and information from the pages 

of businesses and public figures you follow -- but that users should also be able to filter out these 

messages from one another. In fact, Zuckerberg noted that currently, 30% of the content in the news 

Feed is content from Facebook Pages as opposed to individual users.

choice of Different feeds.
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Lastly, Facebook now has the same look and feel across all devices -- mobile, tablet, and web -- 

creating a much more unified and simplified user experience. most notably, the left-hand menu is 

accessible wherever you go within Facebook, and it’s easy to navigate to the very top of the news 

Feed when you notice new stories have been posted.

Mobile consistency and Experience.
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Facebook has restructured and redesigned its network based on the strong demand and appreciation 

for visual content from its users. now, it’s time for marketers to restructure their content strategy due to 

this same demand from prospects, leads, and customers. 

High quality content is more important than ever with these new Facebook changes. Optimizing for the 

new news Feed goes beyond just the Facebook Page. This change actually affects your entire content 

strategy as a whole, from images and status updates to blog posts and media coverage. The following 

sections will show you exactly what matters for marketing now, and how you can effectively optimize 

your content for success.
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affInIty wEIght tIME DEcay

how content appears in user news feeds.
Content is shown in user news Feeds based off Edgerank, Facebook’s news Feed algorithm. 

Edgerank, as many marketers know, is comprised of three elements: affinity, weight, and time decay. 

^ ,

Affinity is the score between the 

viewer and the ‘edge’ creator. 

How closely you are tied to the 

person creating the content 

determines this score.

Weight is the value given to 

the comments and actions any 

given post receives. As they 

“Like” it, comment on it, tag it, 

etc., it gains in relevance to the 

community at large.

Time decay is just that, the 

decaying value of the content 

as time passes. Today’s news 

is news. yesterday’s news is 

history.
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Question: 
Previously you guys used fancy algorithms to decide what was included in 
the news Feed. Are those still used, or will the user get more control?

answer: 
The idea going forward is for the news Feed to behave “like a newspaper 
would.” The ranking algorithm won’t change but there will be more 
sections,  essentially, like in a newspaper. 

-rachel metz of mIT Technology review in an interview with Facebook

Is Edgerank changing?
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how Do you optimize for Edgerank?

Optimizing for Edgerank is easier said than done. 

Although Facebook says there will be no change to 

the algorithm, we believe things will get a bit trickier. 

When you think about it, optimizing for Edgerank is 

as simple as posting the content that your Facebook 

audience will engage best with. What content will 

give them a positive impression of your brand, 

leading to a calculable action such a like, share, or 

comment on the post?

But when it comes time to actually posting the right 

content, it becomes increasingly difficult to decide 

what to post, when to post, and how to know if that 

work is actually returning the proper results. 

In order to optimize for Edgerank on the new news Feed, it’s important to know what has worked in the past 

to help shape your strategy for the upcoming changes.

U

U

HubSpot 
Saturday G

What’s your favorite Facebook feature for 
business?

s
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As noted, Facebook said no changes have been made to the algorithm. However, the new Choice of Feeds 

feature and higher prominence on rich Photos may change how you go about optimizing for Edgerank.

Here's a typical conversation we hear when it comes to Facebook:

U “What content works best on Facebook?” 

U “It depends on your business.” 

According to our own research, photos generate 

53% more likes than the average post and 104% 

more comments than the average post. In our study 

of 1,545 B2B and B2C companies in October, “the 

average post” included text, link, and photo posts. 

Text and link posts are those published through the 

“Status” option on a page’s composer. They can take 

the form of text-only posts or link-based posts that 

pull in an image thumbnail. 

With the emergence of a photos-only feed, the weight placed on photos could increase even more, calling on 

the ever growing importance of visual content.

53%

104%

LikeS COMMeNTS
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naturally, if photos are garnering the most likes and comments, they are also gaining the most value 

based off the Edgerank algorithm. We adopted a strategy of, whenever possible, using photos to 

promote content. This means using images to promote a link, rather than just the link. Here’s what this 

difference used to look like:
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now that a photos-only feed is being introduced, the 

importance of these visuals is going to skyrocket in 

importance. As you can see to the right, whether you’re 

posting an album of photos or an individual picture, the 

emphasis on these visuals in the news feed is powerful. 

With studies showing that 40% of people will respond 

better to visual information than plain text, these larger, 

more prominent images will help brands share their 

messages. 

In Zuckerberg’s introduction, as mentioned, he shared 

that almost 50% of news Feed content today is photos 

and visual content. 

Companies will have to invest time in creating and 

sharing compelling visuals, or suffer the possibility of 

getting left behind on Facebook. We’ll discuss this 

further in the next chapter.
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now it’s time to focus on what all this means when it comes to your 

content strategy. According to Facebook, “This change is a visual 

redesign of news Feed only and does not change how we surface the 

most interesting stories to people.”

While it has been made clear that Facebook won’t be making any 

changes to its Edgerank algorithm, we disagree that it won’t change 

how content gets surfaced on Facebook. If users have the choice of 

tuning out messages directly from the brands they “Like” by looking at 

their All Friends Feed, chances are they’ll do it from time to time. The 

only way content from a brand page will get into a user’s All Friends 

Feed is if a user’s friends share content from that brand page.

That being said, here are eight marketing takeaways from the new 

news Feed that you can use to adjust and improve your Facebook 

content strategy.

8 Marketing takeaways to 
align your content strategy 
with the new news feed.
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Publish More Visual content

If there’s one concept our offer has been pushing thus far, it’s the concept of visual content. Facebook’s new 

look is flooded with enhanced images of every variety -- an entire feed can be viewed solely comprised of 

these vivid photos! Just one month after the introduction of Facebook timeline for brands, visual content -- 

photos and videos -- saw a 65% increase in engagement. This metric is bound to increase even further with the 

upcoming rich Photos emphasis.

Prepare for the roll out of these updates by creating 

visually compelling content. If you’ve been previously 

posting text-based statuses and links, think about how 

you can convert those ideas into visuals. To the right is 

an example of how we took simple text and converted 

the words into an appealing Facebook visual.

This photo could appear in both a photos-only news 

Feed, or a “following” brands news Feed, giving it the 

opportunity to grain greater reach.
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Plan Photo-focused ads

While Facebook did not speak to how these news Feed changes impact ads, according to an interview 

published by the mIT Technology review, when asked how the new design will affect ads, a Facebook 

representative said, “The idea of making things richer, more immersive, includes ads.” 

Furthermore, the article states, “Speculation about the changes include the possibility that Facebook 

will add additional mini-feeds segmented by content (such as one just for photos), as well as bigger, 

more targeted ads.” Only time will tell, but it’s important to start thinking about your ads from a visual 

perspective.

While previously posts with links primarily showed meta titles and descriptions, the new news Feed magnifies 

images, makes the title clearer, and provides a better summary of the content. Facebook’s response to the 

question about ads begs us to believe that ads will begin appearing 

in a similar fashion.

The main takeaway here is to start thinking about the visuals you 

can pair with your advertisements -- strong and persuasive ad copy 

won’t be enough in this new age of Facebook. 
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keep your copy short

With the spotlight on photos, Facebook has also changed the way captions will display. While previously 

captions were scripted underneath the uploaded photo, captions will now overlay images in the news Feed.

This means that photos will be the primary way by which people engage with your visual posts. Any copy you 

provide should be brief and succinct. It has to provide any key information the user needs to understand the 

image, take action on your CTA, or want to share the value it describes. 
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focus More on your Evangelists

With the new Facebook news Feed, users will be able to look at content posted only from their friends. 

That means that even if someone likes and follows your business page, they may never see your posts 

because they filtered them out by looking at the content posted only from their friends.

your solution to this is to focus more on your evangelists and customers. your 

evangelists are the lovers of your brand. They are the people who find you 

remarkable, and share your updates with their own Facebook friends. Whether 

they are customers, or just pure fans of what you do, these people will be 

instrumental in your success on Facebook. 

Find out what these evangelists are most passionate about, and share content 

that directly targets them. do they love hearing the new donut flavors you’re 

rolling out? do they enjoy reading the marketing pick up lines you 

come up? do they care about the newest features in your product? 

Whichever it may be, that is the content that your evangelists will share, 

too. And that action of sharing will put the content in the friends-only 

feed of all the evangelists’ friends, increasing the reach of your content. 
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create More compelling content

The way Facebook is now surfacing top-shared articles reminds us of a LinkedIn Today-like method for 

featuring top content. This means it’s in your best interest to use Facebook as a way to promote your more 

public-facing content -- such as blog content, for instance -- to try to get your best content more viral reach.

But here’s the secret when it comes to creating viral reach: It’s all about sharing compelling content. Facebook 

is exploding with content daily, and unless your content stands out from the crowd in terms of value and 

interest, it won’t gain the visibility it needs. As shown below, Facebook will, in a news-like fashion, aggregate 

the most shared content from a publisher, and include the company logo alongside that. As a content creator, 

you’ll need to work hard to create remarkable content that is shared so widely. 
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Integrate your facebook & Pinterest strategy

Content shared through third-party apps will begin to see greater visibility in your news Feed. This includes 

Pinterest, as showcased below. In fact, 98% of people surveyed with a Pinterest account said they also have 

a Facebook and/or Twitter account. Even more important, Pinterest drives sales directly from its website -- of 

people with Pinterest accounts, 21% have purchased an item after seeing it on Pinterest. 

By using Pinterest in tandem with the Facebook Pinterest app, you can use the enhanced appearance of 

Pinterest images in news Feeds to direct more people to your Pinterest page. This can help drive people to 

purchase, as Pinterest creates an easy environment for driving sales. use this information to integrate your 

Facebook and Pinterest posting schedules for greater returns.
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Influence users to check-In to your business

Location has been gaining more importance on social.  On google+, we saw the integration of google places. 

And when Facebook launched graph Search, it came equipped with the ability to search for content based on 

location. In addition, results in graph Search are often local. For example, if you search for the word “coffee,” 

Facebook’s graph Search will likely return results on coffee shops near you. 

Facebook’s changes makes check-ins more visible and clear in news Feed, as you can see below. By finding 

ways to influence more people to check-in to your business, you’re creating more ways for people to see 

your business in the friends-only feeds. you could accomplish this by adopting a FourSquare approach and 

offering deals to the most frequent visitor -- via check-ins -- to your business. Or perhaps you simply make an 

announcement at a meeting or event reminding people that they can share their location. Point is, these check-

ins will help your visibility on Facebook -- especially if you’re a small business!
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continue Increasing likes of your Page

While the number of Likes your Facebook page has accumulated has always been important, the new 

news Feed makes these Likes even more meaningful. 

When a user previously liked your page, the excitement on the businesses end was around the 

increase in reach they could provide through their new fan’s friends of fans. There was no immediate 

benefit. The new Facebook design makeover provides an immediate benefit.

When someone Likes your page, a new story is created in news Feed that shows the pages default 

and cover photo. This once again brings up how impactful your Facebook cover photo is, because 

every time someone likes your page, that cover photo will have the opportunity to influence the friends 

of you new Facebook fan.
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The takeaways revealed in this guide are only the beginning stages of Facebook’s evolving news 

Feed. many questions still remain around potential impacts on brand pages, adjustments to the 

Edgerank algorithm, and where exactly users can see brand posts. 

The best marketers will be those who start planning ahead, and find a strategy to conquer the new 

news Feed as it rolls out to users. Here at HubSpot, we’ll continue to monitor these updates, and share 

them as they become available. 

In the meantime, there’s two key words we want you to leave this guide with: visual content. unless 

you invest marketing time and/or dollars into visual content creation, you may get left behind in the 

adapting Facebook world. 

good luck!

conclusion. 
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Learn how hundreds of agencies have adopted inbound marketing for their clients and for their 

themselves! Schedule a call with one of our HubSpot reps to learn how you can be an agency of the 

future, today.

Once you have your Facebook content strategy planned, be sure you have the right social media tools 

to easily post your visual content. Start a free 30-day trial of HubSpot’s social media tools to publish 

your photos fast, and collect valuable marketing insight on their performance.

sharE your contEnt wIth a 
fast, Photo-frIEnDly PublIshEr.

httP://bItly.coM/hs-frEE-socIal-tool

talk to us toDay.
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